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ABSTRACT 

With the rapid development and widespread popularization of information technology, Portable Document Format (PDF) 

documents have gradually become a type of digital files that are easily accessible and closely related to the public. In 

digital forensics, digital files in the form of PDF documents are often encountered, and their authenticity needs to be 
determined. Therefore, the research on its key forensic techniques has important theoretical research significance and 

practical application value. However, through searching the literature, we can find that there is still a lack of systematic 

research on forensic authentication of PDF documents. Based on the above situation, this paper first studies the file 

structure and digital composition of PDF documents; The digital data characteristics and the contents for examination of 

PDF files produced by the mainstream scenarios are studied, including PDF generated by scanners, converting directly 

from images, and transforming from DOCX documents, etc. Finally, a case study is carried out to explain the key 

technologies and examination contents for authenticity examinations of PDF documents in detail. Our study will provide 

theoretical basis and practical guidance for forensic investigations of authenticity examinations of PDF documents. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

With the rapid development and widespread popularization of information technology, office electronic documents have 

gradually become digital files that are easily accessible and closely related to the public. Among them, PDF document is 

a type of digital file that is independent of operating system platform and is a formal international standard, all of these 

advantages make it become an ideal carrier of electronic document distribution and digital information dissemination. 

PDF is first proposed by Adobe, in which the multimedia information, such as text, sound and image, and can cover 

hypertext links, typeset style and others, can be effectively integrated. Due to the extensive application in daily life, we 

often have to determine the authenticity of the PDF files which are submitted in courts to serve as digital evidence.  

Many works1-7 have focused on the forensics of the PDF documents. For example, Adhatarao and Lauradoux8 used the 

coding styles of the PDF documents to identify the PDF producing tools. Through literature search, it is found that more 
attention is paid to the data recovery of PDF files9, 10, there is still a lack of systematic study on the forensic authenticity 

examination of PDF documents.  

Based on the above situation, firstly we discuss the PDF document format in the paper, and then the problems of the 

forensic authenticity examination of PDF documents generated by the common ways are further studied, including the 

PDF files generated by scanner devices, PDF files transformed from images directly, and the ones derived from the word 

processing softwares, such as WPS Office and Microsoft Office. Finally, a case study is carried out to demonstrate the 

key methods and contents for effective forensic authenticity examination of PDF documents. 

2. PDF FILE FORMAT 

2.1 PDF file structure 

A PDF file transformed from a “.docx” file is used as an example to study the file structure of PDF documents, which is 

created and then converted into PDF documents by using WPS Office (version 11.1.0.11294). 

Our results find that the PDF file mainly consists of four parts, that are file head, file body, cross-reference table and file 

tail. Its file header is the characters “%PDF-1.x”, in which the last digit indicates the version number of the PDF file. The 
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highest version of the PDF updated by Adobe is PDF 1.7 and the subsequent versions are maintained and released by the 

International Standards Organization (ISO). The PDF file body consists of several “obj” objects, in which the first 

number “7” is used to uniquely identify the object number, and the second number “0” is used to indicate the number of 

changes that the object has undergone after being created, which is called the object generation number. The object 

generation number of a newly created PDF file is 0, indicating that the object has not been modified. The information of 
each “obj” object is contained between the charactericters “<<”and “>>”, and ends with the keyword “endobj”. The 

cross-reference table contains the location index information of each “obj” object, starting with the keyword “xref”. The 

number “0 15” in the second line demonstrates that the object number starts from 0 and there are 15 objects in total. 

Generally, the third row of the cross-index table is fixed characters “0000000000 65535 F”, in which the first field 

“0000000000” indicates the starting position of the object. The second field “65535” shows the maximum possible 

object generation number. The third field “f” demonstrateds that the object is a free object, and the character “n” 

indicates the object is in use and can be modified. In the file tail, the starting keyword is “trailer”. The “%%EOF" is used 

to indicate the end of the file, in which “/Size 15” indicates the total number of objects in the file, “/Root 1 0 R” indicates 

that the object number of the root object starts at 1, and the subsequent “startxref 22705” indicates that the offset address 

of the cross-reference table is “22705”. The access of each object is realized by combining the starting position of the 

object in the cross-reference table.  

2.2 The digital composition of PDF files 

We use a PDF file transformed directly from an image by using Adobe Acrobat X (version 10.1.16) as an example. The 

file size of the image is 707,352 bytes and the file name is “img_5820-psresave.jpg”. The size of the generated PDF file 

is 716,945 bytes. The X-Ways Forensics (version 20.0 SR-5 X64) is used to analyze its digital components. The file 

signature is used to analyze the different types of data embedded in the PDF file. The digital components of the above 

PDF file are shown in Figure 1. As we can see in Figure 1, the objects of the PDF file mainly consist of XML data and 

JPG images. In addition, a thumbnail image is embeded in the JPG image. 

 

Figure 1. The digital composition of the PDF file in the sample. 

The XML data information viewed in Notepad++ (version 8.1.4) is shown in Figure 2. It can be found that the XML data 

mainly contains metadata information of PDF files, such as the PDF making program, creation time and modification 

time, among which the modification time is the saving time of the PDF file. 

Comparing the digital data of the original image and the JPG image parsed from the PDF file with Beyond Compare 4 
(version 4.1.2) software. we find that the metadata information in the header of the original image is basically preserved, 

but the digital data of the main body differ greatly, which may have been re-encoded. 

3. FORENSIC AUTHENTICATION OF PDF FILES 

3.1 Forensic authenticity examination of PDF files generated by scanners 

Due to the feature of optical transfer printing, the original digital data of images cannot be retained in the PDF files 

generated by scanners. Therefore, the effective contents for forensic authenticity examination of PDF files produced by 
scanners are mainly focused on the metadata information of the PDF files. In this paper, the EPSON Chops V330 Photo 

scanner and Fuji Xerox Docucente-V C2265 MFP are taken as examples to study the relevant points for examination. 

The results show that most metadata information of PDF files generated by EPSON Chops V330 Photo scanner was 

blank, and only PDF production program and PDF version is saved. The metadata information of PDF files produced by 

Fuji Xerox DocuCentre V C2265 all-in-one printer is relatively rich, as shown in Figure 3. In addition to basic 
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information about the PDF maker, it also contains information about XMP-related fields, such as creation time and 

modification time. 

 

Figure 2. The content of XML data parsed in the PDF file. 

 

Figure 3. Metadata information of PDF files produced by Fuji Xerox DocuCentre-V C2265 MFP.  

3.2 Forensic authenticity examination of PDF files converted from images 

As mentioned in section 2.2, most of the file header data of the original image is retained in the process of the convertion 

from images into PDF documents by using Adobe Acrobat software. Therefore, in addition to the examination of the 

metadata information of the PDF file, the metadata information of digital images can be effectively examined according 

to the technical specification for forensic digital image metadata examination11, and so on. Moreover, image data 

information in PDF files can be extracted and resaved as independent image files, and then the contents of imaging 

features, processing traces can be used for forensic authenticity examination according to related technical specification 

for forensic image authenticity examination12, 13. 

3.3 Forensic authenticity examination of PDF files transformed from DOCX documents 

In the test, DOCX documents created by WPS Office (version 11.1.0.11294) and Microsoft Office 2019 are both studied. 

One image is embedded in the DOCX document, which is then converted into PDF documents by the built-in PDF 
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converter in WPS Office and Microsoft Office. The results show that when the image is embeded in the DOCX 

documents, it will be re-compressed and re-encoded. The original data in the file header and the end of the file are 

basically erased. Therefore, forensic authenticity examination of PDF files in this case is mainly focused on the 

examination of the metadata information of PDF files. The metadata information of PDF files produced by WPS Office 

(version 11.1.0.11294) is shown in Figure 4, which consists of the information, such as PDF generation tool, creation 

time, modification time, author information and others. 

 

Figure 4. Metadata information of a typical PDF file produced by WPS Office (version 11.1.0.11294). 

4. CASE STUDY 

In a contract dispute case, it is necessary to verify the authenticity of the contract content which is in the form of PDF 

document. One party claims that the PDF document is created by scanning the original paper contract, while the other 

party claims that the original paper contract does not have its own signature, believing that the signature in the PDF 

document content is synthesized. 

In the examination, “Specification for forensic authentication of digital documents (standart No. SF/Z JD0402004-2018)” 

and “Specification for forensic examination of digital image metadata (No. SF/T 0078-2020)” are followed. We use the 
tools including X-ways Forensics (version 20.0 SR-5 X64), Adobe Acrobat (version 10.1.16), ExifTool (version 8.02), 

etc. 

Firstly, the metadata of the PDF file is examined, as shown in Figure 5, which shows that the PDF file is created by using 

“Adobe Acrobat 10.1.16 Image Conversion Plug-in”. Its creation time is “2020:02:09 14:43:05”, and the modification 

time is “2020:02:09 14:43:41”. 

 

Figure 5. The metadata of the PDF file. 
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After further digital analysis of the PDF file, we can find that the PDF file contains an image, which is then extracted and 

saved as a “.JPG” file. The metadata of the image file is shown in Figure 6, which shows that its production software is 

“Adobe Photoshop CC 2019 (Windows)”, and the modification time is “2020:02:09 14:42:47”. In addition, there is a 

“Photoshop” field information embedded in the metadata. 

 

Figure 6. The Metadata of the parsed image file in the PDF. 

Based on the above results, it can be inferred that the PDF file is first produced by “EPSON Scan”, then resaved as an 

image by using “Adobe Photoshop CC 2019 (Windows)”. After that, the “Adobe Acrobat 10.1.16” is used to convert the 

image file into the final PDF document. Therefore, the statement that the PDF document is directly created by the 

scanner can not be hold up. 

5. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we focus on the topic of forensic authenticity examination of PDF documents. Their file structure and 

digital composition are studied. The key points for forensic authenticity examination of PDF documents created by the 

forms of scanning by scanners, conversion from images, and transforming from DOCX docements are discussed. Then, a 

case study is carried out to describe the the above problem in detail. As we mention above, the wide usage of PDF 

documents makes PDF ducuments be more and more used as digital evidence in courts, and then we have to determine 

the authenticity of the submitted PDF documents. Our results can provide some insightful ideas for forensic authenticity 

examination of PDF docements and can be used as a practical guidance for practical case examination. 
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